PLM™ Accessory Fabrics
The PLM™ Accessory Fabrics (the WFDF White Front Diffusion Fabric, the BFSPKF Black Front Spill Kill Fabric
and the BOC Back Outer Cover) are designed for use with both the speedring mount / 7mm umbrella shaft
models of the PLM™ system and the 8mm umbrella shaft models of the PLM™ system. These fabrics are sold
separately from the PLM™ umbrellas and are available in 51-inch, 64-inch and 86-inch sizes for use with the
corresponding PLM™ umbrella size.

Attaching the White Front Diffusion Fabric or Black Front Spill Kill Fabric
The white front diffusion fabric and black front spill kill fabric are attached to our open and assembled PLM™
umbrella. The white diffusion fabric may be used with either the Extreme Silver PLM™, Soft Silver PLM™ or
White PLM™ models; the black spill kill fabric is designed only for use with the White PLM™ models.
1. Locate the small center hole in the fabric (edged by drawstring) and slide the speedring or umbrella rod
through this center hole. Wrap the large open edges of the fabric over the outside of the open umbrella, fitting
each umbrella spoke edge into the fabric.
2. With the fabric covering the open umbrella, use the drawstring to tighten the fit and hold the fabric securely over
the umbrella. Adjust the drawstring so that the fit is good but not too tight. Ensure that it is not over-tightened
and causing the rods to bend inward, thus changing the shape of the open umbrella. This is particularly crucial
when using the white front diffusion fabric on the silver umbrella as it will change the focusing.
3. The back drawstring around the small hole is used to tighten the fabric around the faceplate of your flash unit
to eliminate light spill.

Attaching the Black Outer Cover Fabric
The black outer cover fabric is attached to our open and assembled White PLM™ umbrella (not for use with
Extreme Silver PLM™ or Soft Silver PLM™ umbrellas).
To attach the cover, slip the fabric over the open outside face of the umbrella (black side out). The caps on
the outside edge of the fabric correspond with the umbrella rod tips. Fit each cap over a rod tip, working in a
circle around the open umbrella until all of the caps are in place and the cover is fitted over the outside of the
umbrella.
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If you have any questions or need any assistance, please contact our Customer Service Team on our
Toll Free Line: 1-800-443-5542. You can e-mail us as well at info@paulcbuff.com with your questions.
We’re here Monday through Friday, from 9:00am to 5:00pm, CT.
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